Plate 112: Jack Beasly, c1930 (Lilly collection).
Plate 113: W. F. Buchanan, brother of ‘Bluey’ Buchanan, and owner of Wave Hill and Delamere stations, and stations elsewhere in Australia (Pastoralists’ Review, 15-5-1911).

Plate 114: The Depot store, c1911 (Johns collection).
Plate 115: Dog registration tags found on the site of Illawarra homestead - obverse side of one and reverse side of the other. They measure 3cm by 3cm and almost certainly belonged to the dogs that earlier had led Fleming and Martin to be fined for not having them registered (Lewis collection).

Plate 116: Jim Campbell’s grave at Guion Point in Arnhem Land, c1914 (Spillet collection, Northern Territory Library).
Plate 117: The remains of Beasley and Patterson's dwelling on the southern bank of Stirling Creek, Limbunya station (Lewis collection).
Plate 118: Walter Coley (seated), Jimmy Wickham, his wife Olive, and child Amy, c1912. Colley was Olive’s brother (Garling collection).
Plate 119: The Remains of Campbell Springs outstation on Limbunya station (Lewis collection).

Plate 120: Mounted Constable Holland at the doorway to Brigalow Bill’s hut during investigations into Brigalow’s murder, 1910 (Johns collection).
Plate 121: Prisoners and witnesses alleged to have been involved in the murder of Brigalow Bill Ward, being escorted by Mounted Constable Dempsey, 1910 (Northern Territory police collection).

Plate 122: Mounted Constable Dempsey with trackers and alleged murderers of Brigalow Bill. Aborigines today identify the man at the right as Madjela and the man second from the left as Fishook (Northern Territory Police collection).
Plate 123: Owen Cummins’ memorial plaque near the Wave Hill police station (Lewis collection).

Plate 124: Stockmen drinking at the Negri Races, 1950. Owen Cummins is the old man at top, right (Mahood collection).

Plate 126: Remains of Catfish outstation on the upper Victoria River, Wave Hill (Lewis collection).
Plate 127: View across the valley immediately above Neave Gorge. This is the place where Aborigines say that Willie was shot (Lewis collection).

Plate 128: At Ord River homestead, 1926. The man in the tall hat is J. Egan. From left to right the others are Alec Moray, a jackeroo, Cook and J. Hubly (A.I.A. collection).
Plate 129: Tom Laurie cooking a damper at Tanami (*Adelaide Observer*, 8-10-1910).
Plate 130: Wave Hill homestead on the Mitchell grass downs, 1927 (Henry collection).

Plate 131: No. 2 Well on the Tanami to Halls Creek road, 1926. This well and the one below are typical of those in the Northern Tanami early last century (E. Schultz collection).
Plate 132: Elijah Bickley’s grave in the old Halls Creek cemetery (Lewis collection).
Plate 133: ‘Pedal set donated by a woman in Melbourne to the Flying Doctor Service, Victorian Section, to Mrs Hector Fuller of Newry Station...Photo taken by M. Traeger, 1939’ (Millner collection).

Plate 134: VRD Aborigines examining one of the first cars in the district, 1922 (Feast collection).
Plate 135: The packhorse mail at Scott Creek, on the road to the Victoria River stations, c1910 (Donnison collection).

Plate 136: Doris Roden and Flo Martin standing beside the first mail plane to arrive at VRD (Roden collection).
Plate 137: Thick bulldust on the Victoria Highway in 1961 (Jamieson collection).

Plate 138: The road from VRD homestead to Moolooloo in 1950 (Mahood collection).
Plate 139: Packhorse team about to cross the Ord River, c1938 (Magoffin collection).

Plate 140: Donkey team and Aboriginal teamsters, Humbert River station, c 1940 (Schultz collection).
Plate 141: Packsaddles about to be loaded onto a truck and taken to the edge of rough country on Coolibah station, 1961 (Nicolson collection).

Plate 142: A packmule loaded and ready to go, Coolibah station, 1961 (Nicolson collection).
Plate 143: Donkey team at Wave Hill, 1960-61 (Bower collection).

Plate 144: Some of the main men in the Wave Hill walk-off. Strike leader Tommy Vincent Linjiarri is standing in the middle, next to the signpost, 1966 (Manning collection).
Plate 145: More than fifty years after it was introduced, broncoing was still being used for handling cattle. This photo was taken on Bullo River station in 1961 (Nicolson collection).

Plate 146: The bronco system is now gone, replaced by mechanical crushes such as this one on Fitzroy station, N.T., 1997 (Lewis collection).
Plate 147: Prime Minister Gough Whitlam and Gurindji leader Tommy Vincent Linjiarri on the day that Whitlam handed back a large area of Gurindji traditional land (Lewis collection).

Plate 148: Typical shorthorn cattle on VRD c1920, descended from the founding herds with little new blood introduced for nearly a century (John Graham collection).
Plate 149: Today shorthorn cattle are all but gone from the Victoria River country, replaced with Brahman cattle. Camfield station, 2001 (Lewis collection).

Plate 150: Anzac Munnganyi at the grave of a 'stockboy', killed when thrown from a horse in the early days of VRD (Lewis collection).
Plate 151: Land council lawyers confronting the VRD manager at a locked gate, 1989 (Lewis collection).

Plate 152: Land Council anthropologist and lawyers being harassed by low-flying helicopter, on the road to Pigeon Hole, VRD, 1989 (Lewis collection).
Plate 153: A collapsed and rotting boab tree. This tree stood at the junction of Police Creek and Humbert River, and bore the names, dates and brands of many early whites, including the police who hunted the murderers of Brigalow Bill (Schultz collection).

Plate 154: Two boabs with carvings of animals, birds, tracks and serpentine lines, almost certainly done by Aborigines. Camballin Spring, Bradshaw station (Lewis collection).
Plate 155: A boab marked by Mounted Constable Cameron in 1916. Mosquito Flat, Bradshaw station (Lewis collection).

Plate 156: A boab felled and partially shaped into a canoe, and which has since taken root again. Blunder Bay, Spirit Hill Conservation Zone (Lewis collection).
Plate 157: Sheet metal ‘headstone’ nailed to Chambers’ Grave boab (Lewis collection).
Plate 158: Chambers’ grave boab, Desmonds Passage, Auvergne station (Lewis collection).

Plate 159: Humbert River workers and Charlie Schultz’s boab, Bullita homestead, c1965 (Schultz collection).
Plate 160: The Drovers Rest boab, upper East Baines River (Lewis collection).

Plate 161: Findlay's Grave boab, Victoria River, Bradshaw station (Lewis collection).
Plate 162: The ‘Gordon Shot’ boab on Peter Creek, Humbert River station, marked as a ‘memorial’ to an Aboriginal outlaw (Lewis collection).

Plate 163: Riley Young Winpilin at the ‘Gordon Shot’ boab. The arrow points upstream to where Gordon was shot in 1910 (Lewis collection).
Plate 164: An early photo of Gregory’s Boab on the banks of the Victoria River below Timber Creek. *(Adelaide Observer, 18-4-1925).*

Plate 165: A section of the inscriptions on Gregory’s boab (see fold-out on page 374; Lewis collection).
Plate 166: Boab marked by Hanson, a travelling builder on his way to Western Australia (Lewis collection).

Plate 167: The hollow ‘My Water’ boab, upper East Baines River, Gregory National Park (Lewis collection).
Plate 168: The words ‘Retribution Camp’ that give this boab its name. Auvergne station (Lewis collection).

Plate 169: Names and pictures on the Retribution Camp boab, including ‘David Bickley’, ‘Frayne’ and ‘JB’ (Lewis collection).
Plate 170: The massive Retribution Camp boab, Auvergne station (Lewis collection).
Plate 171: 'The Diamond' boab, Victoria River above Timber Creek (Lewis collection).

Plate 172: 'The Governor's Bottle Tree', marked for the Governor in 1905. Timber Creek area (Lewis collection).
Plate 173: The Warnarwarnal boab, Jasper Creek, VRD (Lewis collection).

Plate 174: The plate found by Charles Harding. It is a thick piece of brass 15 cm long and somewhat roughly made. The letters have been stamped rather than engraved, and the result is definitely not of the quality normally produced by a gunsmith or professional engraver. It may have been done by a station blacksmith or station hand (Lewis collection).
Plate 175: Jun Gun, the 'albino' Aboriginal man located in the Great Sandy Desert by Alex McPhee in 1889 (National Library).